
The Mendip Studio School Dress Code - from September 2021
Introduction

In all lines of work, the way people dress says something about them as employees - their membership to

the team and something about their individuality. During school age, it is important that the expectations

for attire are affordable - this is why the dress code does not permit logos or branding.

We have a simple, smart dress code as opposed to a school uniform. This is partly because of our mission

to prepare young people for the world of work, but also to demonstrate the respect we have for young

people and faith in the professionalism that they will take on to their chosen future path.

For years 12 and 13, we recognise their maturity and right to greater freedoms, though the majority of

these lie outside the dress code, due to our core mission to prepare them for their futures. Mendip Studio

School dress code, shown below.

UPDATE TO REFLECT COVID MITIGATIONS:

There is now a standardised PE kit, selected by the students in a consultation process. This, and this alone,

is to be worn for Physical Fitness activities in years 10 and 11 only. Years 12 and 13 do not have prescribed

physical activity sessions.

On a Monday, Year 10 students can wear their PE kit all day, to maximise the time spent doing physical

activity and to prevent unnecessary changes of clothes.

On a Tuesday, Year 11 students can wear their PE kit all day, to maximise the time spent doing physical

activity and to prevent unnecessary changes of clothes.

Due to the requirement to maximise the ventilation of classrooms, outdoor wear has been permitted during

the colder months at the discretion of the teacher. However; when the weather is warm, we will not be

permitting outdoor wear to be worn in classrooms. Instead, if students particularly suffer with the cold,

they can wear additional layers as they feel appropriate. No coats, hats or hoodies are to be worn at any

time in the building.

Please use the following for guidance to our dress code for students in ALL YEARS:

YES NO

Shirt/Blouse Strappy top

Smart Crop top or over-revealing*

Undamaged Rips/patching

Plain Logos or branding

Full length Offensive wording

Long or Short sleeve Sleeveless
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Smart trousers/Skirt/Dress Short Skirts/Dresses*

Undamaged Rips/patching

Smart Logos or branding

Waist-high Offensive wording or over-revealing

Leggings* Trousers below waist

Shorts* Joggers (unless in Year 12 & 13)

Cotton, denim, single colour Cycling shorts

Loose-fitting

Shoes/Boots/Trainers

Black, grey or brown: one colour - Year 10 & 11
One colour: Year 12 & 13

Flip-flops

Sturdy soled Foam heel

Block heel (broad heel) Heels above 3 inch (7cm)

Undamaged

Smart

Jumper, Jacket, coat, waistcoat

Plain Hoodies, including zip-up hoodies

Undamaged Rips/patching

Smart Logos

Branding

Offensive wording

Jewellery & Hair

Simple, discreet, minimal Excessive jewellery

Small ear-rings Large ear-rings

Stud Nose rings

Natural nails Acrylics/nails
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Simple, subtle make-up Excessive, garish make-up

Hair: one-colour dyes Hair: multi-colour dyes

Natural Extreme dyes

Full Face exposed throughout Hats, hoods, obscured face (in school)*

*All people are different shapes and sizes. This means that the school will use their discretion for all students

in making judgements about suitability. At any time that staff believes an item of attire to be inappropriate

for school, a school representative will discuss this with the student and parent on a case by case basis. No

list will ever be able to cover all possible attire combinations or types. Where a student’s dress code is

challenged, students will always be given a first warning.  If there are delays in being able to meet expectations, this

will be handled sensitively and in partnership with parents and carers.

The ideal dress code means that it never detracts for the core purpose of the

provision.
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